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Staff member Noel Harris 
processes Supreme Court 

records 

 

 

 

For more than a century, thousands of case files from the Tennessee Supreme Court gathered dust in 
the attic of the State Capitol building – neglected and all but forgotten. There were so many records 
stored there that engineers feared the attic ceiling might collapse under their weight before the soot-
covered files were moved to the Tennessee State Library & Archives 
building when it opened in 1953. 

There they have remained largely inaccessible. Until recently, that 
is: Since 2009, workers at the Tennessee State Library & Archives 
have been restoring the records contained in those case files and 
making information about them available to the public online. 

It’s a daunting task. The Supreme Court case files were delivered to 
the Library & Archives in 11,000 boxes. The oldest case file is from 
1792 and the most recent ones in the collection are from the 
1950s. 

The files contain vast amounts of information on cases ranging from land disputes to murders. The so-
called “Scopes monkey trial” on the teaching of evolution is among the records. So is Ford v. Ford, an 
1850 case that dealt with slaves’ rights well before the Emancipation Proclamation. There are several 

cases involving the fiery-tempered Andrew Jackson before he 
became president. 

In addition to documents and photos, the case files include a 
number of interesting items that were entered into evidence. There 
are oversized maps. Bloody knives. Articles of clothing. And, from 
one malpractice case, even a sponge that was left inside a patient’s 
body after surgery. 

“The collection really has a wealth of information,” said Kim Wires, 
manager for the Supreme Court records project.  

Wires said the process of restoring and cataloguing the records is 
very labor intensive. Each week, 14 Library and Archives staff 
members break away from their regular duties to spend four-hour 
shifts devoted solely to the Supreme Court records. Four temporary 
interns each put in about 20 hours a week on the files. More interns 

could be assigned to the project if funding were available. 
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It takes time to work through each file. While the records were stored at the Capitol, many were 
blanketed in soot from Nashville’s days when coal fires 
supplied the chilly marble building’s heating needs. Those 
documents require some cleaning before they can be 
handled and read. 

Many documents were rolled into scrolls, which have to be 
flattened and straightened. Wires said others have 
suffered damage from water, insects, and “anything you 
can imagine.” 

Workers sift through the records and type information into 
a database about the names of the parties involved in each case, the counties where the cases were 
originally heard, the types of cases, the years the cases were filed, the number of pages in each file, and 
where the files can be found among the thousands of boxes on the Library and Archives’ eighth floor. 
(Here’s an online finding aid: 
http://sos.tn.gov/products/tsla/tennessee-
supreme-court-cases) 

After the records have been catalogued and 
given a preliminary cleaning, they are shipped 
to the Library & Archives’ conservation 
laboratory, which specializes in rehabilitating 
and stabilizing documents to prevent further 
deterioration. 

Each Monday afternoon, the results of the 
previous week’s work are uploaded to the 
Internet so the public can access the newly-
available information. 

In theory, Wires said, all the Supreme Court 
case files – processed or unprocessed – are 
available to the public. As a practical matter, 
however, it’s difficult for all but the savviest 
researchers to know what files are available – 
and how to find them - until they show up in 
the database. 

So far, Wires estimates that the Library & 
Archives’ full- and part-time staff has 
processed more than 53,000 cases – which is about half of the court’s total caseload from its founding 
until 1950.  

“We are completing work on 500 to 700 cases a month,” Wires said. 

"The collection really has a 
wealth of information," said 
Kim Wires, manager of the 

Supreme Court records 
project. 

Supreme Court case files 
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At some point in the future, the Library and Archives will have all the cases through 1950 entered into 
the database. That won’t mean the end of the project, though, since more Supreme Court records are 
created every day.  

 “Technically, this project never ends,” Wires said 

In 1854, U.S. Navy Commodore Matthew Perry 
sailed a group of warships into the port of what 
is now Tokyo and 
presented an ultimatum: 
Either Japan would open 
its ports to trade with the 
United States or face 
military consequences. 
Perry and his men left the 
country with a signed 
Treaty of Kanagawa, 
which cleared the way for 
trade not only with the 
United States, but 
eventually other western 
countries as well. 

Henry Wood, a chaplain 
on Perry’s ship, returned 
from the trip with a 
souvenir of his own – a 
city map of Tokyo, which was then known as 
Edo. Not long afterward, that map came into 
the possession of the Tennessee Historical 
Society. 

Since the Tennessee State Library and Archives 
is the custodian of the historical society’s 
collections, the map eventually ended up at the 
Library and Archives, where it remains 
somewhat of a mystery to this day. 

Assistant State Archivist Wayne Moore said 
Wood acquired the map during an event of 
major historical significance. Although Japan 

had done some limited trading with the Dutch 
prior to Perry’s arrival, the Asian country had 

mostly been a closed society 
for more than 200 years. 

“They were very insular,” 
Moore said of the shogun 
warlords who ran Japan at the 
time. “They had shut 
themselves off from the 
West.” 

The Treaty of Kanagawa 
changed that. It was the 
precursor to treaty 
agreements with other 
western countries that 
followed in the years ahead. 

“That’s really the beginning of 
modern Japan,” Moore said. 

The map, therefore, is an important keepsake 
from that pivotal time in history. Yet there are 
many unanswered questions surrounding it. 

For example, did Wood buy the map or was it 
given to him as a gift? Moore said there is some 
evidence to suggest the former scenario may be 
likely. 

“The fact that there are other similar maps 
known to exist suggests it was probably sold to 
him,” Moore said.

Mystery map of Edo (now 
known as Tokyo), Japan 
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But what was Wood’s connection to Tennessee? How did A.W. Putnam, president of the Tennessee 
Historical Society in the 1850s, get the map? And perhaps most importantly, what does the map say? It’s 
hand drawn and handwritten in Japanese. Cursory attempts have been made to translate the text, but 
those have been incomplete. 

Stewart Southard, a conservation specialist at the Library and Archives, oversaw the restoration work on 
the map. When the map arrived, it had been folded many times over. Given the map’s age, that 
presented a problem. 

“Every place where it had been folded was 
broken,” Southard said. “It was like a puzzle that 
had to be pieced together.” 

Repairs had to be made with Japanese tissue 
paper, a plant-based material frequently used to 
restore other types of documents in the Library & 
Archives’ collections, to stitch together the 
broken pieces.  

“It’s very meticulous work,” Southard said. “We have to be very precise.” 

Most documents brought to the Library & Archives’ conservation laboratory are bathed in a solution of 
water and magnesium bicarbonate in order to neutralize the acids in the paper. However, using a water-
based solution would have destroyed the markings on the Tokyo map. Instead, Southard sprayed the 
map with an aerosol mix of magnesium bicarbonate and alcohol.   

To prevent further 
deterioration, the map was 
encapsulated in Mylar, a 
protective plastic coating. 

Southard said work on the 
map continued for several 
months before its condition 
was stabilized. 

Although much of the map 
remains untranslated, 
Southard said an intern 

working in the lab while the restoration project was ongoing pointed out one unique feature concerning 
the postal address numbering on houses. 

In the U.S., houses are numbered in the order in which they stand on a block, with even numbers on one 
side of the street and odd numbers on the other. Southard said houses in this map appear to have been 
assigned numbers based on when they were built. So the first house built would take the number one, 
while the next house built would be number two, even if it happened to be on the far end of the block. 
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"We'd like some help. We 
don't have the full story yet," 
said Assistant State Archivist 

Wayne Moore. 

Staff member Zach Keith inspects the mystery map 
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Moore hopes to learn more about the 
map’s traits. He’s hoping that someone 
at one of Middle Tennessee’s many 
Japanese-based businesses or a 
Japanese scholar at one of the local 
universities will provide assistance in 
unlocking some of the map’s secrets. 

“We’d like some help,” Moore said. “We 
don’t have the full story yet”  

 

When Alisha Hines started working on her dissertation two 
years ago, she didn’t expect to spend so much time in 
Tennessee. But she followed the trail of her research subjects, 
which has twice led her to the Library & Archives.   

Hines, a doctoral student at Duke University’s Department of 
History, originally planned to focus her research on the migrations of African-American women during 
the Civil War era to what were then the country’s northwestern states. As she got deeper into her 
research, she decided instead to focus on African-American women settling in areas along the 
Mississippi River. 

She learned that many of those settlers had roots in Tennessee, so documents like the Civil War diaries 
and African-American genealogical records housed at the Library & Archives are particularly helpful. 

Hines is this year’s recipient of a Wills Research Fellowship, a program sponsored by the Tennessee 
Historical Society to promote the study and interpretation of its collection of documents. Each year, the 
society provides a stipend to help cover expenses for one researcher who wishes to examine the 
society’s collections, which are kept at the Library & Archives. 

Ann Toplovich, the society’s executive director, said there are usually 12 to 15 applicants for the 
fellowship each year, including college faculty members, graduate students and professional or amateur 
historians. The applications are evaluated based on the applicants’ scholarly credentials, the merits of 
their research projects and the relevance of that research to the society’s collections. 

Winners who live outside the Nashville area are awarded $500 to spend a week at the Library and 
Archives, digging through records. Fellowship recipients from the Nashville area are eligible to receive 
$150 per week for up to three weeks of research.  
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Alisha Hines talks about her research during a brown bag 
luncheon at the Library & Archives. 

“The majority of them use the money to offset travel costs, which can be a big help for researchers,” 
Toplovich said. 

Hines had made a previous 
visit to the Library & 
Archives, but missed the 
deadline to apply for the 
fellowship in 2015. 

Each researcher will 
typically participate in a 
brown bag luncheon with 
state employees who work 
in public history - including 
the Library & Archives staff 
members - to discuss the 
information uncovered 
during the fellowship.  

Hines said she enjoyed the opportunity to talk about her project at the luncheon. 

“It was wonderful to interact with the staff because the work I do wouldn’t be possible without the work 
they do,” Hines said. 

State Librarian and Archivist Chuck Sherrill said the benefits of the program flow both ways. 

“Our staff really enjoys working with the people who participate in the program,” Sherrill said. “We 
learn from them while they learn from our collections.” 

Hunter Price, a former Wills fellow, said his time 
researching at the Library & Archives led him to take a 
completely different and ultimately more productive 
path while he was working on his doctoral thesis at 
Ohio State University. 

“The fact that I didn’t find some of the things I was 
expecting to find sort of pushed me in a different 
direction,” said Price, who now teaches history at 
Western Washington University north of Seattle. 

Melissa Gismondi, who did research on gender and class formation on the frontier in the early 
Republican and Jacksonian eras, said being part of the Wills program helped her develop contacts that 
have remained useful after her fellowship ended in 2014. 

“It allowed me to connect with people from the Nashville research community, which I wouldn’t 
normally have had a chance to do,” Gismondi said. “They’ve continued to help me now that I’m in 
Virginia.” 

“It was wonderful to interact 
with the staff because the 

work I do wouldn’t be 
possible without the work 
they do,” said Wills fellow 

Alisha Hines. 
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Myers Brown (in blue suit) 
portraying Governor William 
Carroll confers with “General 
and Mrs. Andrew Jackson” at 

the 2014 Nashville City 
Cemetery Tour 

Toplovich said the program is financed with money from a fund established in 1999 by longtime society 
officer Ridley Wills in honor of his father. In addition to the fellowships, the nonprofit historical society 
produces Tennessee History Day and organizes lecture series and other programs. 

Wills fellows are encouraged, but not required, to write articles about their experiences for Tennessee 
Historical Quarterly, which the nonprofit society has published since 1942. 

“I think we’re all pleased that the program has been received as well as it has,” Toplovich said. “It’s 
helped draw attention to the collections at the Library and Archives.”   

Myers Brown was only 13 or 14 years old when he participated 
in his first Civil War battle reenactment. It rained the whole 
weekend, so his mother expected that his interest in the hobby 
would be short-lived. 

“Instead, I loved it,” Brown said. “I had the bug.” 

Brown, now an archivist at the Tennessee State Library and 
Archives, said he had developed a fascination with history at a 
young age, particularly military history. Reenacting battles – 
first from the Civil War, but later the War of 1812, the 
Revolutionary War and others – quickly became one of his 
passions. Through those experiences, he met professors, 
museum staff members and people who worked in various 
historic preservation jobs. That inspired him to consider a 
career in history for himself.  

While his job at the Library and Archives puts him in near-
constant contact with history every work day, that doesn’t 
mean his interest in participating in living history programs during his free time has waned. And he’s no 

longer focused solely on simulated battles. 

He’s portrayed historical characters representing 
different eras from the 1770s to the 1940s. His 
favorite roles include preachers from the Second 
Great Awakening and Whig Party politicians who 
opposed Andrew Jackson in the 1830s. “About the 
only period I haven’t done is World War I,” Brown 
said. Historical reenactments have a long history of 
their own. Ancient Romans reprised great battles from 
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"For every hour we spend 
talking to the public, we 

probably spend eight hours in 
archives or powering through 

books somewhere," said 
archivist Myers Brown. 
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–––– 

earlier in their history. In the United 
States, reenactments began to gain in 
popularity around the 100th anniversary 
of the Civil War. 

Brown said the numbers of Civil War 
reenactors grew through the years, 
reaching perhaps 70,000 to 80,000 at 
the peak of the hobby’s popularity. That 
total may have declined somewhat, but 
the people who are still doing 
reenactments are no less passionate 
than they once were. 

Brown said serious practitioners use 
reproduction clothing and equipment 
that are authentic “down to the stitch.” 
And their programs are often preceded 
by extensive research about the events 
they plan to describe.  

“For every hour we spend talking to the 
public, we probably spend eight hours in 
archives or powering through books 
somewhere,” Brown said. 

Battles initially drew Brown’s interest, 
but he’s now more interested in 
educational programming that allows 
more direct interaction with small 
groups of spectators. While battle 
reenactments featuring hundreds of 
participants can be impressive, Brown 
said, “when the general public shows up, they’re 300 yards away.” 

 Brown prefers giving ‘living history’ demonstrations in which spectators can ask questions of him and 
other participants and see history close-up. 

“It’s a way to turn history into something everyone can experience,” Brown said. “It really is a way to 
connect with your audience.”  

Assistant State Archivist Wayne Moore said Brown’s hobby dovetails nicely with his full-time work as an 
archivist. 

“It’s another skill set and tool that Myers brings to education and community outreach,” Moore said. 
“It’s a very direct way of teaching and reaching people, particularly young people.” 
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Myers Brown in a recreated tintype image of a Union 
ordnance officer at Johnsonville State Historic Park (tintype 
by Vacant Chair Photography, Chattanooga 

Myers Brown on his horse Sport, portraying a 
Confederate staff officer for the 150th anniversary of the 
Confederate Cavalry visit to Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage, 
June 2012. 
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–––– 

Myers Brown (center) as part of the 7th US Infantry 
Regiment’s Color Guard during the War of 1812. 
  

Younger spectators often respond to seeing 
historical costumes and artifacts in a way 
that they might not if they were only 
reading or hearing about past events. To 
heighten the visual effect, Brown 
sometimes brings along a horse or two from 
his family farm. 

 Moore said Brown has also developed 
many contacts through his living history 
work that benefit the Library and Archives. 

“It helps us connect with a lot of different 
groups,” Moore said. “Myers is known 
throughout the state for these types of 
activities.” 

Sometimes, though, his acting skills can be a little too good. Brown recalls one time in which he was 
portraying a Union soldier who was kicking a Southern woman out of her home. The woman was 
portrayed by his wife, who didn’t care much for Brown’s gruff tone while he was in character. 

“I don’t think she spoke to me for two days,” Brown said  
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Please come visit us at the Tennessee State Library & Archives. We are open Tuesdays 
through Saturdays, except for state holidays, from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Central time. 

Visit us on the web at any time. 

Tennessee State Library & Archives 
403 7th Avenue North, Nashville, TN 37243 

Telephone: (615) 741-2764 
Website: sos.tn.gov/tsla/ 

E-mail: reference.tsla@tn.gov 

 


